The problem of nonlinear resonant tunneling through an Anderson impurity is investigated in this Letter using a combined approach of Keldysh f'ormalism and 1/iV expansion at zero temperature. We find that to order l/iV, the Kondo resonance is not destroyed by any finite potential difference between external probes. The resulting one-electron Green's functions and differential conductance are presented. The effect of finite temperature is discussed. PACS numbers: 72. 15.Qm, 73.20.Dx, 73.40.6k, 73.50.Fq Recently there is much interest in the study of transports in mesoscopic systems with strong electron-electron correlations [I - G."(co)=G""(co)G. .(co)[ -Z (co)+2i r, n, (ro) +2i rRnR(ro)], (2b) where I =I t + I R, I "=N(0) V" is the tunneling rate of the electron from site e, to reservoir rf and n"(co)
correlations [I -10] . It is believed that these systems constitute a new area of research where novel phenomena associated with quantum coherence in the presence of electron-electron interaction can be probed. Among others, a problem of particular interest is resonant tunneling through an Anderson impurity in the nonlinear transport regime [9] [10] [11] . In the linear transport regime, it is understood that the Kondo effect occurs in this system leading to enhancement in the transmittance of electrons tunneling from one probe to another at temperature T (T( Ttr = Kondo temperature) [5, 6] . The interesting problem is whether in the nonlinear regime, where the potential difference between external probes can be larger than Tz, a Kondo type effect can still occur. The problem constitutes a unique example where the effect of nonequilibrium (finite potential difference) on a nontrivial quantum coherent system can be studied.
We shall study the problem using the model Hamiltonian~k~k ncr~k pa+ M~o~o~cr+ Un t n j k"a, q=L, R 0' + g (V"ctt"~+ H. c.), (I) k, o, rl =L, R where ci, "(ci,") creates (destroys) an electron with momentum k and spin cs in the lead l(=rI, R), and c (c ) creates (destroys) a spin-cr electron on the impurity site e . U is an on-site Coulomb interaction. Notice that this model Hamiltonian in fact simulates the physical situation of a semiconductor quantum dot weakly coupled to two external reservoirs with e, being a quantized level in the quantum dot [4] . The new feature here is that the chemical potentials pL and pR in the two leads may not be equal.
We shall study the problem at zero temperature using a combination of Keldysh [IO] . However, the sharp Fermi surface structure in n"(to) (at zero temperature) remains in G"(ro) [10] in contrast to the equilibrium situation. This nontrivial behavior is a direct consequence of the fact that statistical and dynamical information for systems described by a general density matrix are decoupled in general [12, 13] . The two properties of the system are related to each other only in the equilibrium situation through thermodynamIcs.
The existence of the sharp Fermi surface for general pL~p R leads to an interesting possibility that in the large U limit and with s ((min(pL, pR), the Kondo effect occurring at the equilibrium situation which is a consestate, the system is characterized by two Green's functions [10] , G,"(ro) and G""(co), where G and G are Fourier transforms of the retarded Green's functions GR (t -t') = iH(t --t') I(c (t)ct(t'))+(ct(t')c (t))1 and G,"(t -t') = -i(c (t)c (t')), respectively. G""(co) measures the density of occupied states at energy co [10] .
I n the flatband limit, G and G are related to the irreducible retarded self-energy Z (co) and "scattering-in" self-energy Z (co) by [10] 7 JUNE 1993 quence of the sharp Fermi surface may still remain for pI &pR. We shall study this possibility in the following using the I/N expansion technique for the infinite-U situation which is known to work well in equilibrium [15] . We shall carry out the calculation to order O(1/N).
We shall consider temperature T =0 and work with the variation wave-function approach to I/iV expansion (iV is the number of spin components, N =2 in the physical situation) modified for the nonequilibrium situation. To order I/iV, our variational wave function is of the form [15, 16] l~&=&, l~&+ 2 nqkls. sqk~&+ 
where ls. sqk~& =c2cqk I +& IEq'k'sqk~& cq'k~qk-I &&. +2t RJ dsnR(s)G(EG+s), (4) where G(z) = I/[z -s, -Z, (z)] is the propagator describing an occupied s, site [15] . Z, (z) is a self-energy of order I/iV coming from one particle-hole pair excitations from the Fermi seas. 2D is the bandwidth of the reservoirs. The factor of 2 is coming from summing over spins. We shall not discuss Z, (z) in detail here except to point out that the particle and hole are not 
and G,"(ro) = -(i/7r) I mG, , (ro) .
(sb)
To compute these Green's functions, one has to compute the resolvents (z T-EG~H) ' sandwiched between our variational wave function~+) approximately.
The resolvents can be computed in a I/iV expansion by inverting the operators (z T-Eg + H) in a suitably restricted subspace [15, 16] . The self-energy Z (ro) can be obtained by looking at G"(ro) ' afterward. The details of these calculations will be presented in a later paper. We shall summarize our findings here.
First of all, we find that as discussed above, the Fermi edge structure in G"(ro) remains 
